**Stoch settings**

- K% = 3;
- D% = 2;
- Slowing = 3);

- MA simple;
- Price field Low/High;

- levels 80, 70, 50, 30 and 20.

**Crossings:**

- if it passes over 70 but not over 80, wait to get under 70 and then sell;
- if it passes over 80, wait to get under 70 and then sell;
- if it passes under 30 but not over 20, wait to get over 30 and then buy;
- if it passes under 30, wait to get over 30 and then buy;
- if it stays a long time over 80 or under 20, wait to touch the 50 line and then enter a trade.

Divergences:
- for reversal divergences that occur over 70 and under 30;

Others:
- if it gives a signal under 70/ over 30 and after a very short while it gives an opposite signal, the way in which the price should move it’s opposite to the first signal and it’s a big chance for a big move in that direction (you should exit only after it returns back in the 20-80 interval).